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KREG MULTI-PURPOSE ANTI-SLIP BLOCKS

€21,99 (excl. VAT)

Kreg non-slip blocks are the perfect way to support, hold and finish projects anywhere. These incredibly
versatile blocks lift your material up to a height of 38 mm above the work surface for convenient sanding,
routing, finishing and much more. The blocks have a GripMaxx™ surface on each side - one side to grip

your workpiece and one side to prevent the blocks from sliding around on your work surface. This is ideal
for work such as sanding or painting.

SKU: KRE-KFS-PUCK
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Kreg non-slip blocks are the perfect way to support, hold and finish projects anywhere. These incredibly
versatile blocks lift your material up to a height of 38 mm above the work surface for convenient sanding,

routing, finishing and much more. The blocks have a GripMaxx™ surface on each side - one side to grip your
workpiece and one side to prevent the blocks from sliding around on your work surface. This is ideal for tasks

such as sanding, so that your workpiece does not get out of place.

Raising the material makes milling edges easier, as there is more room for the milling bit. The height makes it
easier to place the auxiliary head under the workpiece - which is useful when drilling pocket holes or

assembling your project. When you want to paint or finish your project, you can use the retractable paint tip
with GripMaxx™ for more height. Simply turn the anti-slip block to raise the tip and place your material on it -
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the painting tips do not even stick to it.

 

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Retractable paint dots
GripMaxx anti-slip surfaces

Hexagonal shape, does not roll
Comfortable height of 38 mm
Load capacity: 90 kg (set of 4)

DESCRIPTION

Kreg non-slip blocks are the perfect way to support, hold and finish projects anywhere. These incredibly
versatile blocks lift your material up to a height of 38 mm above the work surface for convenient sanding,

routing, finishing and much more. The blocks have a GripMaxx™ surface on each side - one side to grip your
workpiece and one side to prevent the blocks from sliding around on your work surface. This is ideal for tasks
such as sanding, so that your workpiece does not get out of place. Raising the material makes milling edges
easier, as there is more room for the milling bit. The height makes it easier to place the auxiliary head under
the workpiece - which is useful when drilling pocket holes or assembling your project. When you want to paint
or finish your project, you can use the retractable paint tip with GripMaxx™ for more height. Simply turn the

anti-slip block to raise the tip and place your material on it - the painting tips do not even stick to it.  

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 1 kg

Dimensions 0,4 cm


